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ABSTRACT 

An acoustic Wing according to this disclosure is an adjust 
able and removable acoustic panel to eliminate noise from 
Work stations separated With dividing Wall panels. The 
system according to this invention provides an acoustic Wing 
that can be tilted to any angle thereby providing an indi 
vidually adjustable mechanism to maximize the noise elimi 
nation. 
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ADJUSTABLE ACOUSTIC WINGS 

PRIORITY 

[0001] This application claims priority of the provisional 
application No. 60/583,675 ?led on Jun. 30, 2004. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] This invention relates to acoustic control, more 
particularly to adjustable and removable acoustic surfaces 
for controlling acoustic environment of open office spaces. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] It has become very popular to divide large office 
spaces into smaller units With dividing surfaces or panels to 
enable some privacy in the several smaller Work stations of 
the large office space. Such dividing panels do indeed 
provide visual privacy, but as such they do not give much 
acoustic privacy. The noises of a large of?ce may be 
extremely disturbing for a person Working at such divided 
Work station. 

[0004] Some solutions to the acoustic problem of these 
divided Work stations have been provided for example by 
providing panels that are made of acoustic materials. Alter 
natively, the panel may be covered With an acoustic pad as 
is shoWn in US. Pat. No. 6,256,941 for eXample. 

[0005] By providing a panel consisting of acoustic mate 
rial does not solve the problem of noises that are coming via 
the open space that is betWeen the of?ce ceiling and the top 
of the dividing panel. Attempts to solve this problem are 
inventions such as those disclosed in US. Pat. No. 4,219, 
101 and US. Pat. No. 4,750,586. The patent number US. 
Pat. No. 4,219,101 provides a ?oor standing acoustic space 
divider, Which has an outWard protuberance in its upper 
portion. US. Pat. No. 4,750,586 provides a panel system 
that is attachable to the upper parts of a dividing panel. The 
attachable panel according to this patent has an upper 
portion that is curved inWards. The inventions according to 
these tWo patents improve the acoustic conditions in the 
divided Work station. HoWever, the problem With both of 
these structures is that they not enable any adjustment of the 
degree of the upper portion in relation to the dividing panel. 
The degree of the panel affects on the ef?ciency of elimi 
nating the noise. Therefore, the rigid degree does not leave 
any options for the user of the panel to adjust the panel so 
that it could better eliminate the noise. The present disclo 
sure solves this problem and thereby provides a system that 
is gives maximal noise elimination in various environments. 
The present disclosure provides acoustic Wings that have a 
freely adjustable angle to maXimiZe elimination of noise 
from different kind of noise sources (traf?c, telephone, radio, 
conversation etc.). The invention according to the present 
disclosure enables adjustment of the Wings to maXimiZe 
elimination of noise coming from differently located noise 
sources (eg position of telephone on a desk affects the 
direction of the sound Waves). 

[0006] An object of the present invention is to provide 
attachable and removable acoustic Wings for improving the 
acoustic environment of a Workstation separated With divid 
ing panels. 
[0007] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide acoustic Wings With an adjustable angle to maXimiZe 
the noise elimination individually at different conditions and 
environments. 
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[0008] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide acoustic Wings that eliminate noise from both sides of 
the dividing panel. 

[0009] A still another object of the present invention is to 
provide acoustic Wings that alloW independent and indi 
vidual adjustment of the angle of the Wings on both sides of 
the dividing panel. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0010] FIG. 1. is a perspective vieW of acoustic Wings 
attached on the top of a dividing panel element With a 
bracket. 

[0011] FIG. 2. is a side vieW of the adjustable bracket. 

[0012] FIG. 3. is a bottom vieW of the adjustable bracket. 

[0013] FIG. 4. Is a side vieW of the adjustable bracket With 
adjustable hinges attached to it. 

[0014] 
[0015] FIG. 6. is a vieW of the frames Where acoustic 
foam has been attached. 

FIG. 5. is a vieW of the frame of the Wings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0016] The present invention provides an acoustic elimi 
nation system for Working spaces divided With panels. The 
acoustic Wings according to this invention are easily adjust 
able on top of any regular panel element. The Wings are 
easily removable and again attachable. The Wings are easy 
and cheap to manufacture and the acoustic material is easy 
to change if needed for eXample in order to minimiZe 
allergic reactions caused by accumulating dust. The acoustic 
Wings according to the present invention provide the unique 
feature that the Wings can be freely adjusted to any desired 
angle up to 90 degree angle to improve the noise elimina 
tion. The acoustic elimination system according to this 
invention can either serve elimination of noise from only 
one side of the panel or alternatively eliminate noise from 
both sides of the panel. 

[0017] One preferred embodiment of the present invention 
is shoWn in FIG. 1. This embodiment comprises tWo acous 
tic Wings (1) attached on the top of a dividing panel element 
(10). The angle betWeen the Wing and the panel element can 
be adjusted by tilting the Wing up or doWn. According to this 
embodiment the acoustic system consists of tWo Wings, one 
serving one Work station and the other serving another 
station on the opposite side of the dividing panel element. 
The angle betWeen the dividing panel element and each of 
the Wings can be individually and independently adjusted so 
that the angles of the tWo Wings need not to be the same. This 
feature is to enables maXimiZing of noise elimination sepa 
rately on both Work stations depending of the needs of the 
users. 

[0018] Still referring to FIG. 1 the Wings (1) are attached 
on the top of the dividing panel element (10) With a bracket 
(20). One embodiment of the bracket (20) is shoWn in FIG. 
2 The bracket (20) has tWo vertical sides (21) and a 
horiZontal portion (22). The horiZontal portion (22) consists 
of tWo plates, a stable one (23) and a slidable one (24). The 
slidable portion is sliding in relation to the stable portion; 
thereby enabling slidable adjustment of the Width of the 
bracket. NoW, speci?cally referring to FIG. 3 the slidable 
portion (24) has openings (26) and the stable portion (23) 
has knobs, screWs or similar means (25) ?tting into the 
openings (26) to de?ne the maXimum and minimum Width 
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to Which the bracket can be extended. The slidable portion 
may be stabilized by bolts or similar means attached to the 
knobs or screWs (25); thereby stabilizing the Width of the 
bracket. This feature enables ?xation of the bracket on 
dividing panels of different thickness. 

[0019] NoW referring to FIG. 4 one embodiment of the 
present invention comprises adjustable hinges (30) on the 
top of the horiZontal portion (22) of the bracket (20). The 
acoustic Wings are to be attached to the hinges With any 
appropriate method, for eXample With bolts or screWs. By 
tilting the hinge one can easily adjust the angle of the Wing. 
According to this embodiment one bracket (20) carries tWo 
hinges (30) Which both can be used to attach a Wing; thereby 
one acoustic system can have tWo Wings to serve both sides 
of the dividing panel. Alternatively, a bracket (20) can only 
have one hinge (30) and carry only one Wing, or only one of 
the tWo hinges may be used When only one side of the 
dividing panel needs noise elimination. The tilting mecha 
nism does not necessarily need to be a hinge but any other 
system enabling the tilting feature. 

[0020] NoW speci?cally referring to FIG. 5 the Wings 
consist of a simple and light frame (40) on to Which acoustic 
material is attached. The frame may be made of lightWeight 
polyurethane plastic, but alternatively other lightWeight 
materials can also be used. Preferably the thickness of the 
plastic is 1A inch or less. The frame preferably has tWo 
horiZontal elements (41) and tWo vertical elements (42). 
Depending on the length of the horiZontal elements (41) the 
frame (40) may have one or more supporting vertical 
elements (43). In one preferred embodiment the length of the 
horiZontal frame is four to siX feet and the frame has one 
supporting vertical element. The angles betWeen the hori 
Zontal and vertical elements may be 90 degrees, Whereby the 
frame is a rectangular. Alternatively the angle betWeen the 
loWer horiZontal element and one of the vertical elements 
may be less than 90 degrees, thereby forming a frame that 
is a trapeZoid. A Wing having the form of a trapeZoid can 
easily be used in corners of a cubical Workstation Without 
any dif?culties to tilt the Wing as Wished. The frame may be 
attached to the hinges With attaching means (44) Which in 
this embodiment are bolts or screWs. As shoWn in FIG. 6 a 
pad of acoustic material (45) is attached on the frame. The 
acoustic material may be polyurethane foam but it may as 
Well be any acoustic material used for elimination of noise. 
The thickness of the polyurethane foam preferably is tWo 
inches. The Wings according to this disclosure may be ?at 
but they may as Well be curved as to form concave or conveX 
structures to improve noise elimination features in certain 
environments. 

[0021] According to an alternative embodiment the frame 
is one solid piece, either rectangular or trapeZoid in its shape 
and it is made of acoustic material. According to this 
alternative embodiment the frame, Which as such is the Wing 
is attached to the bracket-hinge system Which enables its 
tilting. 
[0022] Although particular embodiments of the invention 
have been described in details, this is for illustrative pur 
poses only and one skilled in the art recogniZes that varia 
tions and modi?cations of the disclosed invention can be 
made Without departing from the scope of the invention. 

1. An adjustable and removable acoustic element com 
prising: 
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an adjustable bracket suitable to be fastened on top of a 
dividing Wall panel, said bracket consisting of means to 
adjust the Width of the bracket thereby making it 
compatible to dividing Wall panels of different thick 
ness; 

tWo hinges attached to the bracket; and 

tWo acoustic Wings comprising a pad of acoustic material, 

said Wings being further attached to the hinges, Whereby 
the Wings can be independently adjusted into various 
angles by tilting either of the tWo hinges. 

2. The acoustic element according to claim 1, Wherein the 
Wing is a rectangular. 

3. The acoustic element according to claim 1, Wherein the 
Wing is a trapeZoid. 

4. The acoustic element according to claim 1, Wherein the 
Wing is ?at. 

5. The acoustic element according to claim 1, Wherein the 
Wing is concave. 

6. The acoustic element according to claim 1, Wherein the 
Wing is conveX. 

7. The acoustic element according to claim 1, Wherein the 
acoustic material is polyurethane. 

8. The acoustic element according to claim 1, Wherein the 
Wing further consists of a frame and an acoustic pad attached 
onto the frame. 

9. The acoustic element according to claim 8, Wherein the 
frame is made of polyurethane plastic and the acoustic pad 
is made of polyurethane foam. 

10. An adjustable and removable acoustic element com 
prising: 

an adjustable bracket suitable to be fastened on top of a 
dividing Wall panel, said bracket consisting of means to 
adjust the Width of the bracket thereby making it 
compatible to dividing Wall panels of different thick 
ness; 

a hinge attached to the bracket; and 

an acoustic Wings, said Wing being further attached to the 
hinge, Whereby the Wing can be adjusted into various 
angles by tilting the hinge. 

11. The acoustic element according to claim 10, Wherein 
the Wing is a rectangular. 

12. The acoustic element according to claim 10, Wherein 
the Wing is a trapeZoid. 

13. The acoustic element according to claim 10, Wherein 
the Wing is ?at. 

14. The acoustic element according to claim 10, Wherein 
the Wing is concave. 

15. The acoustic element according to claim 10, Wherein 
the Wing is conveX. 

16. The acoustic element according to claim 10, Wherein 
the acoustic material is polyurethane. 

17. The acoustic element according to claim 10, Wherein 
the Wing further consists of a frame and an acoustic pad 
attached onto the frame. 

18. The acoustic element according to claim 17, Wherein 
the frame is made of polyurethane plastic and the pad is 
made of polyurethane foam. 
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